WHAT IS
SQL Compliance Manager?

SQL Compliance Manager is a comprehensive auditing solution that uses policy-based algorithms to track changes to your SQL Server objects and data. It gives you detailed visibility to determine who did “what”, “when”, “where”, and “how”, no matter how it was initiated. SQL Compliance Manager also helps ensure compliance with regulatory and data security requirements such as SOX, PCI, FERPA, and HIPAA. Going beyond traditional auditing approaches, SQL Compliance Manager also provides real-time monitoring, alerting, and auditing of all data access, selects, updates, schema modifications and permission changes to SQL Server databases.

PRODUCT REVIEWS

“SQL Compliance Manager is capable of meeting core auditing concerns right out of the box. The tool is typical of other IDERA solutions with its easy install, setup and management. If you have worked with any of their other tools like SQL Safe, SQL Diagnostic Manager, or SQL Secure, then you’ll feel at home with SQL Compliance Manager.”
—Scott Shaw, SSWUG.org

“SQL Compliance Manager has the ability to audit virtually every activity occurring inside SQL Server. This, combined with the built-in reports and ad-hoc reports you can create yourself, allows you to identify and report on any SQL Server activity you want.”
—SQL Server Performance.com

“IDERA’s SQL Compliance Manager enables you to track the essential "who did what, when, where, and how" to your databases. It can monitor and audit data access, schema changes, and failed logins. It can also help your company meet compliance regulations with built-in Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and Payment Card Industry (PCI) audit templates. To help you protect your data, SQL Compliance Manager can track changes to sensitive columns and alert you to who has accessed them. In addition, to track database object changes, SQL Compliance Manager can audit data changes resulting from insert, update, and delete operations.”
—SQL Mag

WHAT CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

“Love SQL Compliance Manager. This is the only tool we could use that had low impact but kept us in compliance with our auditors.”
—John U., Expedia

“We had a critical, urgent need to audit admin level accounts in our SQL environment to be compliant with SOX requirements. IDERA’s SQL compliance manager tremendously exceeded our expectations providing ease of setup, very granular configuration options, excellent real time activity monitoring and a great variety of reporting options. The email alerts also make us aware of login activity no matter where we are. This provides a comfort level to upper management that was not possible prior to SQL compliance manager’s implementation.”
—Senior Database Administrator, Colonial Properties Trust

“Ensuring compliance with our internal audit standards provides a way to model our compliance after federal regulations which is critical to operations. SQL compliance manager ensures that we have a complete audit trail of all access and updates to our aircraft maintenance data, and makes it easy for us to provide comprehensive compliance reports. It also helps us rapidly identify problems, improves our processes, and makes us more efficient.”
—Senior Planner, Technical Operations Division, Continental Airlines

To learn more about IDERA’s SQL Compliance Manager, visit: www.IDERA.com or email us at info@IDERA.com.